William Ayot
Nicholas Janni
& Andy Logan

THE CALL
An initiatory journey of

Re-membering and Realignment
Three of the UK’s most
experienced leaders of
personal and professional
transformation

November 25th-27th 2016
Oxfordshire, UK

In the ancient tradition of Mystery Schools, Vessica
offers a deeper exploration of Self, Soul and Other
than is currently available in most forms of individual,
organisational and professional development.

What wounded part of you has yet to heal?
What do you yearn for?
What Other calls to you?
These and other questions will form the core of
a deep, immersive journey that will bring us to
our deepest humanity and a taste of our
sweetest potentials.
The workshop is led by three individuals with
many years experience of embodied emotional
and spiritual development.
Our methodology embraces poetics, ritual,
presence, emotional healing and the sacred
paths of meditation and the martial arts. We
follow the classic initiatory form of separation
and descent, transformation and return.

"William was amazing – so
observant and insightful. He
missed nothing and picked up
on everything that was
important to each person. His
poetry readings were magical,
and his attention to detail and
energy with everyone was
extraordinary".

“To work with Nicholas is to
witness a master in action;
inspirational, deeply caring,
and wise beyond words. Quite
simply, he will touch your
soul”

"Andy gave me the greatest
gift of all - he enabled me to
reconnect with the music and
the dance that lives always
deep within me. His ability to
create a space of both safety
and challenge, and to combine
deep listening with intuitive
insight was just what I
needed.”

William Ayot is an award winning poet, teacher, coach and ritualist. He
travels the world delivering seminars and workshops for organizations and
business schools. He has led rites of passage and intensive retreats. Writing
includes: E-mail from the Soul: New and Selected Leadership Poems, which
won The People’s Book Prize. His latest book is Re-enchanting the Forest:
Meaningful Ritual in a Secular World. William currently teaches at INSEAD,
and is poet in residence at Oxford’s Saïd Business School – he also coaches
senior executives and creates bespoke rituals for individuals and groups.
Nicholas Janni has gained an international reputation for his
transformational coaching and leadership development seminars, bringing
consciousness development to organisations and business schools
worldwide. He bridges the worlds of creative, personal, spiritual and
professional development in a uniquely powerful, relevant and accessible
way. Previously Nicholas was a theatre director. He taught acting at The
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London, and directed his own theatre
company. He has researched ‘the zone’ of peak performance for over 30
years and studied and practiced multiple mind/body/spirit disciplines.
Andy Logan is an international leadership development consultant with over
30 years of experience in leading seminars, workshops and organisational
interventions around the world. He is Managing Director of Centaur
Leadership Consultancy, and Director of the High Performance Leadership
Programme at Cranfield School of Management in the UK. He integrates a
diverse spectrum of perspectives in his work ranging from the science of
brain development to the profound insights of the world's wisdom
traditions. He has received extensive training in psychotherapy, dance
therapy, mythology, martial arts, and the meditative practices of the
Himalayan Yoga Tradition.

Friday November 25th 5.00pm to Sunday
November 27th, 4.00pm
Charney Manor, Wantage, Oxfordshire, UK
£395 (early registration discount before September
30th: £365)

VESSICA

Recognition – Restoration – Mystery

(Inclusive of meals/accommodation)

Registration: jillmarsh.cp@gmail.com
(Details of accommodation and payment by bank
transfer will be sent upon registration)
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www.vessica.com
(from mid-September)
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